Welcome back! It’s that time of year again where we take a moment to reflect on the past year as we gear up for the next. In 2017, we had a lot of amazing things happen for our department, from our Case Management program having a good year with increased enrollment and success stories to our youth program having a student place in the top three at a state competition! Not to say that there weren’t challenges—because everyone faced challenges of some sort in 2017—but we made it through!

I am excited for what’s in store for us in 2018, not just for GLEAMNS HRC, but for Community Action as a whole, as we are dedicated to helping people and making ourselves as a network more accountable. With this new year, there may be new challenges to face, but hopefully, everything will work out just fine, and we will make it to another year. Here’s to a safe, healthy, and prosperous 2018!

Zsaquez Flucker
CSBG’s Zsazquez Flucker presenting to the staff of Community Long Term Care (CLTC). The agency invited CSBG to speak about the services offered by their department. The CSBG presentation took place at the CLTC facility during a policy meeting on August 3, 2017.

Photo provided by Zsazquez Flucker, GLEAMNS staff

CSBG’s Zsazquez Flucker conducting parts of the “Intro to Results-Oriented Management and Accountability (ROMA)” training curriculum. Zsazquez and her co-trainers Tandy Bannister and Betty Cox (both from the SHARE Community Action Agency) are in training to become certified ROMA trainers. They are advancing to the final phase of ROMA certification and will hopefully become certified in early 2018.

CSBG’s Kathy Buckson-Fullenwider conducting an American Sign Language workshop for the GLEAMNS CSBG Youth Leadership Program. The workshop took place on September 28, 2017 at the Magic Johnson Center in Greenwood. (For more, see page 11!)
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Snapshots (see above) from the “live” ROMA practice session held at the SHARE Community Action Agency in Greenville, SC. The session took place on November 14, 2017.

The second “live” ROMA practice session was held at GLEAMNS Human Resources Commission, Inc. in Greenwood, SC (see above). The session took place on November 28, 2017.

Co-Trainer Tandy Bannister leading GLEAMNS participants in an activity during the ROMA practice session in Greenwood!

Photos provided by Marcella Kennedy, GLEAMNS staff
GLEAMNS Wins Back-to-Back as “Biggest Loser”!

For the second year in a row, GLEAMNS HRC took part in the state-wide health initiative sponsored by the South Carolina Association of Community Action Partnerships (SCACAP). Earlier this year, agencies participated in the “Spring” cycle of the Biggest Loser competition, which only lasted three months. The weight loss team for GLEAMNS HRC, called the “GLEAMNS Go-Getters” (or G3), participated but did not win.

Even so, G3 was ready for the “Fall” cycle, where agencies competed once again in monthly weigh-ins, which took place from May 2017 to October 2017. The winner—or the agency’s team that lost the most pounds—was announced on November 8, 2017 at the annual Statewide Mid-Fall Conference. For the second time in a row, GLEAMNS won first place as the Biggest Loser for the Fall cycle! The G3 team received a plaque and a check for $1500!

WAY TO GO, G3!

Meet our "GLEAMNS Go-Getters" (or G3) from CSBG!

Fall 2017 Cycle

Ambra Drummond

- **G3 Nickname:** “Ambitious Ambra”
- **Position:** CSBG LIHEAP Case Manager for Laurens County
- **This was Ambra’s first time with G3! Why she joined:** “To be more healthy, and I hope changing my eating habits will help me with some of health issues.”
- **Her favorite equipment to use at the gym:** Treadmill
- **Her personal health and fitness goals:** “To continue to be more health-conscious with what I choose to eat. I want to live a long life so I can continue to enjoy spending time with my family.”

LaRoysha White

- **G3 Nickname:** “Losing lbs. LaRoysha”
- **Position:** CSBG LIHEAP Case Manager for Greenwood County
- **This was LaRoysha’s third time with G3!** She’s been a member of G3 since the start of the Health & Wellness Campaign (in Fall 2016). She was also part of the Spring 2017 cycle.
- **What changed because of your G3 experience?** “I have been blessed to lose a few pounds and keep them off. Although I’m not participating with G3 currently, I will be a G3’er for life! I will continue my journey of weight loss.”
“GLEANNS Go-Getters” continued

Libra Wilmore

- **G3 Nickname:** “Living Lean Libra”
- **Position:** CSBG LIHEAP Case Manager for Newberry County
- **This was Libra’s third time with G3!** She first joined G3 for the Fall 2016 cycle, which was the first G3 team during the start of the Health & Wellness Campaign. She was also part of the Spring 2017 cycle.
- **Her favorite form of exercise outside the gym:** Dancing! She loves YouTube workout videos. She recently came across pole dancing fitness classes and plans on buying a pole!
- **Her personal goals for the future:** “To keep trying to get healthier and keep pushing. Even if I fall off, I’ll dust off and try again. My goal is to never stop trying.”

Vergia Mgbo

- **G3 Nickname:** “Valuing-My-Health Vergia”
- **Position:** Intake Specialist/Office Assistant for Laurens County
- **This was Vergia’s first time with G3!** Why she joined: “After having a stroke, I decided that I needed to make better health choices. Besides, at the time of my stroke, I had to be air-lifted to the hospital, and the trip cost me almost $34,000! So my personal future goal is to avoid the ‘most expensive helicopter ride in my life’ for the rest of my life!”
- **Her favorite form of exercise outside the gym:** Walking, although weather and allergies interfere a lot
- **What changed because of your G3 experience?** “I am more conscious of the food choices that I make.”

Whitney Mims

- **G3 Nickname:** “Weight-Dropping Whitney”
- **Position:** CSBG LIHEAP Case Manager for Saluda County
- **This was Whitney’s second time with G3!** She first joined G3 for the Spring 2017 cycle.
- **Her favorite equipment to use at the gym:** Elliptical machine
- **Her personal health and fitness goals:** “To lose my muffin top; wear a two-piece bikini; become more aware of what I’m eating; start to meal prep and eat out less often; and tone and tighten my arms and legs.”

Yamedra Lancaster

- **G3 Nickname:** “Yielding-to-Good-Health Yamedra”
- **Position:** CSBG LIHEAP Case Manager for Abbeville County
- **This was Yamedra’s second time with G3!** She first joined G3 for the Fall 2016 cycle, which was the first G3 team during the start of the Health & Wellness Campaign.
- **Her favorite equipment to use at the gym:** Treadmill
- **What changed because of your G3 experience?** “G3 has really motivated me to be consistent in my journey to better overall health. It has truly been a blessing. The first time I joined, I slacked off after the agency’s win. Now I know my journey to better health is worth more than a win. Winning is temporary, but the effects of consistently improving my health is a daily blessing.”

Self photos provided by Ambra, LaRoysha, and Whitney; other staff photos taken by Jaques Shucker, GLEANNS staff
The GLEAMNS CSBG Case Management program is designed to provide assistance to socio-economically challenged adults in becoming self-sufficient and improving their quality of life. This CSBG program provides a support mechanism that helps individuals to obtain education beyond high school or prepare individuals to become marketable in the work place.

**Edgefield Case Management Customer Gets C.N.A. Job!**

**Breyanna Mathis-Rolland** enrolled in the CSBG Case Management program on September 28, 2017 for assistance with a Certified Nursing Assistant (C.N.A.) course. The course took place at Lifelong Learning Center in Batesburg-Leesville, SC, and upon completion of the course, Breyanna was eligible to take the C.N.A. certification exam. On November 7, 2017, she took the exam and passed both sections to become certified! A month later, she was hired by the Saluda Nursing & Rehab Center as a full-time C.N.A.! Breyanna went from working in a fast-food restaurant to working full-time as a C.N.A. in a healthcare facility—in less than six months!

**What did GLEAMNS help this customer with?**
The cost of the C.N.A. program and uniforms needed for clinicals.

**Saluda Case Management Customer Gets Higher-Paying Job!**

**Rosa Gomez** enrolled in the CSBG Case Management program on May 18, 2017 for assistance with her last semester at Piedmont Technical College (PTC) in Greenwood. She graduated from PTC on August 3, 2017 with an Associates Degree in Nursing. After graduating, she took the NCLEX-RN exam to finally receive her nursing license. Because of this, she now works in the Emergency Care Center at Self Regional Healthcare and has a higher-paying position than before!

**What did GLEAMNS help this customer with?**
The cost of tuition for her final semester at Piedmont Technical College. Also, after she graduated, she was assisted with the cost of an online NCLEX review course to help her prepare for the NCLEX-RN exam.
Youth Leadership in Action

The GLEAMNS CSBG Youth Leadership Program (YLP) is a youth development program aimed at encouraging life and leadership skills in our “leaders of tomorrow.” Whether it’s during the school year or the summer, our YLP students are always engaging in educational opportunities!

Youth Leadership Spends the Week at Hickory Knob State Park

During the summer, the Youth Leadership Program attended the 2017 11th Annual Statewide Youth Leadership Institute. The South Carolina Association of Community Action Partnerships (SCACAP) held the week-long event at Hickory Knob State Park in McCormick, SC. YLP students from Community Action Agencies across the state participated in the Institute. The event was held July 18-21, 2017, and various workshops took place for the development of the students’ teambuilding and leadership skills. Four YLP students and the YLP instructor were able to represent GLEAMNS for the entire week of the Institute.

Group of YLP students and staff cheering on the dance instructor during a freestyle moment at the African Cultural Experience session. This session was one of three “Education and Cultural Enrichment Through Movement and Dance” workshops held on Wednesday, July 19, 2017.
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Jervoriea Smith (GLEAMNS student, second from the right) playing the drums as one of the impromptu musicians for the African dance class.
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GLEAMNS students and staff bunched in for a quick group selfie!
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YLP students and staff doing a quick “cool down” after the African dance workshop.
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GLEAMNS students and staff bunched in for a quick group selfie!
YLP Attends the Professional Development Conference

On August 8, 2017, the GLEAMNS Youth Leadership Program traveled to Columbia, SC to participate in the 11th Annual Youth Leadership Professional Development Conference. The SCACAP event took place at the Embassy Suites by Hilton Greystone—Columbia, and students took part in several innovative workshops provided by trainers from the “Leading to Change” training agency.

YLP Council Members being announced, including our very own students! Ny’Kevia Reese (second from the right) serves as the second treasurer, and Sydni Cooks-Greer (far right) is the treasurer for the YLP Council.
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The Promise of Community Action:

Community Action changes people’s lives, embodies the spirit of hope, improves communities, and makes America a better place to live. We care about the entire community, and we are dedicated to helping people help themselves and each other.

YLP’s “Hickory Knob State Park” continued...

Juwan Quarles (GLEAMNS student) reading aloud while Jessica McMoore (Executive Director, SCCAP) looks on.
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Ny’Kevia Reese (GLEAMNS student) reading aloud while Jessica McMoore (Executive Director, SCCAP) looks on.
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GLEAMNS YLP students and YLP Instructor with the two trainers from the training session.
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GLEAMNS YLP students and YLP Instructor with the two trainers from the training session.
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Greenwood County

Greta Peterson enrolled in the CSBG Case Management program on August 25, 2017 for assistance with an online NCLEX-RN review course. Nursing school graduates take the NCLEX exam to receive their nursing license, so this review package was very helpful for Greta. Offered through Hurst Review Services, the review package equipped Greta with the tools she needed to successfully pass the NCLEX. As a result, she is now working as an RN at Self-Regional Healthcare!

What did GLEAMNS help with? The cost of NCLEX-RN review course, including the student workbook.

Saluda Case Management Customer Becomes Employed!

Angel Young enrolled in the CSBG Case Management program on September 18, 2017 for assistance with a Certified Nursing Assistant (C.N.A.) course. The course took place at Lifelong Learning Center in Batesburg-Leesville, SC, and upon completion of the course, Angel was eligible to the C.N.A. certification exam. She took the exam, passed, and now she works as a full-time C.N.A. at Wellmore of Lexington! When Angel had first come to GLEAMNS for assistance, she had been unemployed for three months though she was job-searching. Less than six months later, not only is she working, but she also achieved two of her personal goals—becoming certified and working as a C.N.A.!

What did GLEAMNS help with? The cost of the CNA program and uniforms needed for clinicals.

Greenwood County

Tara Moorer enrolled in the CSBG Case Management program on May 15, 2017 for assistance with her last semester at Piedmont Technical College (PTC) in Greenwood. She graduated from PTC on August 3, 2017 with an Associates Degree in Nursing. She later passed the NCLEX and now works as a Registered Nurse (RN) at Self-Regional Healthcare! In less than six months, Tara went from being unemployed to graduating with her degree and eventually becoming an RN!

What did GLEAMNS help with? The cost of tuition and books for her final semester at Piedmont Technical College.

Greenwood County

Greta Peterson enrolled in the CSBG Case Management program on August 25, 2017 for assistance with an online NCLEX-RN review course. Nursing school graduates take the NCLEX exam to receive their nursing license, so this review package was very helpful for Greta. Offered through Hurst Review Services, the review package equipped Greta with the tools she needed to successfully pass the NCLEX. As a result, she is now working as an RN at Self-Regional Healthcare!

What did GLEAMNS help with? The cost of NCLEX-RN review course, including the student workbook.
“Success Stories and Good News” continued

• **Saluda County**

  **Amanda Hunter** enrolled in the CSBG Case Management program on April 17, 2017 for assistance with a Certified Nursing Assistant (C.N.A.) course. The course took place at Lifelong Learning Center in Batesburg-Leesville, SC, and after completing the course, Amanda took the C.N.A. certification exam in June 2017. She passed the exam, and a month later, she received a job offer to be a full-time Patient Care Tech at Greenwood Regional Rehabilitation Hospital. She accepted and is now gainfully employed!

  **What did GLEAMNS help with?** Fees associated with the CNA course at the Lifelong Learning Center. The fees included the entire cost of the CNA program (which included textbooks), uniforms for clinicals, and the cost of the CNA exam.

• **Greenwood County**

  **Azialynn (Winfield) Cooks** re-enrolled in the CSBG Case Management program on May 3, 2017 for assistance with her last semester at Piedmont Technical College (PTC). She graduated from PTC on December 12, 2017 with an Associate’s Degree in Nursing!

  **What did GLEAMNS help with?** The cost of tuition and books needed for her final semester at Piedmont Technical College.

---

**ARE YOU INTERESTED IN CASE MANAGEMENT?**

If individuals have a desire, willingness, and commitment to improving their current situation, then several opportunities may be available. Assistance may be available according to needs, as in tuition, uniforms, books, and classroom supplies. For more information about the GLEAMNS CSBG Case Management program, contact your local CSBG office. (See page 18 for Office Locations.)

---

**Do you shop at Amazon.com?**

**Help support GLEAMNS HRC at no additional cost to you!!!**

The next time you want to shop at Amazon, go to **[www.smile.amazon.com](http://www.smile.amazon.com)**. Not only will you find the same products, the same prices, and the same experience as the Amazon you know, but Amazon will donate a portion of your purchase to the charitable organization of your choice. **Just select “GLEAMNS Human Resources Commission, Inc.” as your Smile charity when prompted.** At no additional cost, GLEAMNS will receive a small portion of your eligible purchase. So remember to make your purchases at **[www.smile.amazon.com](http://www.smile.amazon.com)**, and thank you for supporting GLEAMNS HRC!
YLP’s “Professional Development Conference” continued...

During the YLP Conference, students participated in various activities that promoted leadership, career readiness, and character development. Students learned about important elements of leadership, such as taking a stand, staying focused, and having a healthy support system. Ten YLP students and three staff members were able to represent GLEAMNS for the event. Overall, it was a fun and insightful experience!
Youth Leadership Program Learns Sign Language

On September 28, 2017, YLP students attended an American Sign Language (ASL) workshop. The workshop presenter was Kathy Buckson-Fullenwider, who actually works as a GLEAMNS case manager in CSBG’s Spartanburg office! Mrs. Buckson-Fullenwider is a certified non-profit professional and taught the students (and staff members) the basics of American Sign Language. The presentation covered a wide range of ASL signs, including the alphabet, numbers, days of the week, and creating small sentences. Participants even learned how facial expressions and body postures are important elements of communication in ASL. Even so, the demand for skilled interpreters is high in the job marketplace, so this skill set could be very beneficial to students if they choose to pursue it. Five YLP students and four staff persons were present for the workshop.

YLP Observes “Diabetes Awareness Month”

Since November is “Diabetes Awareness Month,” the YLP students attended a Diabetes Awareness Workshop on November 13, 2017. The workshop presenters were affiliates of the WellCare Agency and discussed various topics with the students, including “Diabetes and Your Heart” and “What is Diabetes and How Can I Manage It.” Other subjects included the different types of diabetes and how diabetes can develop. The GLEAMNS Teen After-School Center Program joined the Youth Leadership Program for the workshop.

"YLP in Action" continued on page 14
**In Honor of Veterans Day**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>We salute our very own Betty Wheeler!</th>
<th>Throwback to Veterans Day 2016!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Betty Wheeler currently serves as a LIHEAP case manager in our GLEAMNS Cherokee office. She served as a drill sergeant in the United States Army for six years, from 1975 to 1981. <strong>Fun Fact: In 1978, Betty met the entertainer James Brown when she was stationed at Fort Gordon in Augusta, GA.</strong></td>
<td>In 2016, our GLEAMNS Youth Leadership Program developed a “Certificate of Appreciation” for our local veterans. On November 10, 2016, the certificates were presented to some of the veterans at Morningside of Greenwood, an assisted-living facility. Richard Sanders, a United States Army veteran, was one of the recipients, and he along with the other Morningside veterans were very appreciative of what the YLP students had done!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE!**

**Employee Spotlight!**

The following spotlight is bittersweet since this employee has transitioned to another endeavor. As a way to celebrate her time with us, here are some fun facts about an employee who used to serve on our amazing CSBG team: **Nitara Martin**!

- **Nitara’s next endeavor will be at McCormick High School**, where she will work as a Career Readiness Facilitator.
- **She worked at GLEAMNS for over 10 years**! Nitara joined the agency in 2006, starting with the GLEAMNS WIOA Department (formerly WIA) before transitioning to the CSBG Department.
- Nitara’s hometown is **Edgefield, SC**.
- **Her favorite movies include** *Cadillac Records*, *Dreamgirls*, and *The Sound of Music*.
- **One of Nitara’s favorite songs** is “Made a Way” (by Travis Greene).
- Another language Nitara can speak is Spanish, but she only speaks “un poco español” (a little Spanish)!
- **Final thoughts regarding her time with GLEAMNS**: Nitara will miss working with great coworkers in an effort to change lives. Moreover, she hopes people (especially customers) will remember that she was caring and fair.

**BEST WISHES ON YOUR NEW ENDEAVOR!**
CSBG Welcomes NEW Employees!

The following employees were recently added to the CSBG team, so please join us in welcoming them!

Kathy Buckson-Fullenwider
LIHEAP Case Manager for Spartanburg County

Scarlette Johns
LIHEAP Case Manager for Spartanburg County

Mimi Thompson
Intake Specialist/Office Assistant for Cherokee County

Torsha Harrison
CSBG LIHEAP Case Manager for McCormick County

Self photo provided by Kathy; other staff photos taken by Jacques Finch, GLEANS staff
On December 16, 2017, the GLEAMNS Youth Leadership Program attended the 2017 Ninth Youth Leadership Oratorical Forum & Banquet in Columbia, SC. The event was hosted by the South Carolina Association of Community Action Partnerships (SCACAP) with participation from ten of the 14 CAAs in South Carolina. Over 100 attendees took part in the event, including the nine youth orators from the various agencies. The orators were judged on poise, content of speech, delivery and presentation as well as the overall effectiveness of their speeches.

Ms. India Rice, first-time GLEAMNS YLP student, represented the agency with her speech titled “IF.” Though her voice was under the weather, she battled it out to eloquently deliver her speech. Apparently, the judges took note because she came in third place, and for the first time, GLEAMNS had a speaker at the forum that placed in the top three! Overall, the oratorical forum was a great platform for the students, giving them the opportunity to express themselves and further improve their public-speaking skills. Seven students and two adults were able to represent GLEAMNS for the event.
**YLP Wraps Up with the 2017 “End of the Year” Banquet**

The GLEAMNS CSBG Youth Leadership Program wrapped up the year with its annual “End-of-the-Year” banquet on Tuesday, December 12, 2017. The event was held at the Inn on the Square in Greenwood, SC.

**Our Youth Leadership Program students also...**

- **Attended an HIV/AIDS Awareness workshop** on October 2, 2017. The workshop presenter was Jason Williams, the Executive Director of Upper Savannah Care Services. Mr. Williams conducted this workshop last year with the YLP participants, and due to the prevalence of the matter, he was asked to come back to touch basis with the students. The workshop covered the means of prevention and hygiene regarding HIV/AIDS and even free medical and medication services available in the community. Seven YLP students and two staff persons were present for the workshop.

- **Attended a Self-Esteem workshop** on November 20, 2017. The speaker Margaret Wilson talked with the students about the importance of having a high self-esteem as well as the potential results of having a low self-esteem. She even discussed the factors that influence self-esteem, such as physical health, emotional health, relationships, and even experiences with social media. Six YLP students and two staff persons were present for the workshop.

---

**ARE YOU INTERESTED IN OUR YOUTH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM?**

Students must be between the ages of 12-18 and attend schools in the Greenwood School Districts. Enrollment in YLP is open throughout the year, so eligible students can enroll during the school year and even during the summer months. For more information, please check out our Youth Leadership Program flyer on the next page!
Our Youth Leadership Program (YLP) is designed to provide educational opportunities to income-eligible students with the purpose of encouraging life and leadership skills. Students who complete YLP will be able to describe how good character aids in the attainment of their goals, emotional health, and healthy relationships. Students will also be able to demonstrate critical thinking, decision-making, and problem solving skills.

“The CSBG Youth Leadership Program has been a fun, interesting, and learning experience. If I hadn’t joined the program, I wouldn’t be the person I am today.”

Essence Frazier, YLP Alum ’16, currently attending Piedmont Technical College, Class of 2018

Program is FREE**!!
Transportation may be available!!

MONDAY - THURSDAY, 4:30PM to 6:30PM

Computer Lab • After-School Tutoring • Workshops • Field Trips • Snacks

For more details, please contact:
Geneva Patterson • YLP Instructor
864-980-0715
Zsaquez Flucker • Assistant CSBG Director
864-229-8803

**Participants must meet eligibility requirements.
CSBG’s Yamedra Lancaster (left) and Zsaquez Flucker (right) after a sunrise workout! The ladies are pictured here in the fitness center at the Embassy Suites Myrtle Beach-Oceanfront Resort. The ladies were attending the 2017 Statewide Mid-Fall Conference in Myrtle Beach, SC, and decided to start off with an energizing workout!
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In October 2017, CSBG’s Libra Wilmore went to the Wendy Williams Show in New York City! Libra along with her sisters and niece had a blast!

Photos provided by Libra Wilmore, GLEAMNS staff

BLOOPER ALERT: Attempt by GLEAMNS YLP students to take a “funny” group picture at the 2017 YLP End-of-the-Year banquet.

#NailedIt #Fail
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GLEAMNS YLP students “being distracted” before a group photo!
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Snapshots from the CSBG Department’s holiday luncheon on December 15, 2017. Held after a staff meeting, the luncheon was filled with food, fun, and games!

Group photo taken by Shonda McSallam, GLEAMNS staff; other photos taken by Zsaquez Flucker, GLEAMNS staff
If you are ever in need of utility, rental, or educational assistance, please contact your local CSBG/LIHEAP office:

*Please note: GLEAMNS only provides utility assistance in Cherokee and Spartanburg counties, not rental or educational assistance.*

- **Abbeville County**
  - 706 Carolina Circle
  - Abbeville, SC 29620
  - Phone: 864-459-2100
  - Fax: 864-459-2616

- **Greenwood County**
  - 301 N. Hospital Street
  - Greenwood, SC 29646
  - Phone: 864-229-8862
  - Fax: 864-227-1729

- **Newberry County**
  - (Located at the Newberry SC Works)
  - 833 Main Street
  - Newberry, SC 29108
  - Phone: 803-768-8235
  - Fax: 803-321-1973

- **Spartanburg County**
  - (Located at the Bethlehem Center)
  - 397 Highland Ave
  - Spartanburg, SC 29306
  - Phone: 864-707-5029
  - Fax: 864-707-5440

- **Cherokee County**
  - (Located at the Senior Centers of Cherokee County, Inc.)
  - 499 West Rutledge Ave.
  - Gaffney, SC 29341
  - Phone: 864-489-6140
  - Fax: 864-649-5420

- **Laurens County**
  - 221-A West Laurens St.
  - Laurens, SC 29360
  - Phone: 864-984-5123
  - Fax: 864-681-1137

- **McCormick County**
  - (Located at the McCormick SC Works)
  - 109 West Augusta St.
  - McCormick, SC 29835
  - Phone: 864-852-2662

- **Saluda County**
  - (Located at the Saluda SC Works)
  - 407 West Butler Ave.
  - Saluda, SC 29138
  - Phone: 864-445-2035
  - Fax: 864-445-6326

---

The GLEAMNS CSBG Department Main Office, located in Greenwood, SC.

Photo taken by Sappone Tucker, GLEAMNS staff
What’s in the Future

• **GLEAMNS CSBG hosts its annual Community Action Day in May 2018!**

• **Introduction to participants on our GLEAMNS agency weight loss team (GLEAMNS Go-Getters or “G3”) for Spring 2018.** This team is a part of an on-going statewide Health & Wellness Campaign. The campaign is described as a network initiative for encouraging physical fitness.

• **More “action” for our Youth Leadership Program,** including the Youth Leadership Institute at Hickory Knob State Park, the Youth Leadership Oratorical Forum and Banquet as well as other SCACAP events.

• **And more!**

Thanks for giving us a read!

---

Check us out again for our June 2018 issue!

---

Our Mission:
GLEAMNS CSBG Programs have as their mission to provide opportunities through a variety of programs for low-income persons to work toward self-sufficiency and build positive self-esteem.

Our Agency Mission Statement:
The mission of GLEAMNS Human Resources Commission Incorporated, a community-based organization, is to deliver quality services, assistance and opportunity to eligible customers with emphasis placed on education, employment and developing self-sufficiency.

Please check out our entire agency on-line at www.gleamnshrc.org. There’s more to GLEAMNS than meets the eye!

---

Please note: The GLEAMNS CSBG newsletters are issued semi-annually. For newsletter ideas, suggestions or comments, feel free to contact us directly at 864-229-8803.